
Research Biostatistics Support 
 
LMP has engaged the Biostatistical Design and Analysis Center (BDAC) to provide limited biostatistics support for 
research.  For those research projects (funded or unfunded, in planning stages or completed) that have a biostatistics 
requirement, guidelines for requesting support are outlined below.  
  
A one-page request should be prepared that briefly outlines:   

1. The scientific problem and its relevance to human health  
2. Datasets that have been (or will be) generated  
3. Specific biostatistics support needs  
4. Optimal time frame for support to be available (e.g. immediately, within a month, in 6 months, etc.)   
5. An estimated duration of support for the project if known 
6. A publication plan for the finalized datasets and/or a plan for leveraging finalized datasets to procure external 

funding 
  

Requests will be accepted and reviewed on an ongoing basis pending availability of department support.   
 
Send requests via email to Jean Kurata (jkurata@umn.edu). 
  
A committee composed of Drs. Hogquist, Killeen, Pankratz and Thyagarajan will review these requests for biostatistics 
support and approve effort to the most meritorious projects and/or discuss with applicants strategies for adjusting 
project goals in cases where the biostatistics needs fall outside the expertise provided by the BDAC.   
 
Once approved by the committee, projects should be requested thru the CTSI CTR portal.   
 
1. Go to the CTR Portal, http://z.umn.edu/ctsirequest. You will be asked to log in with your x500 username and 
password.  
 
2. Select "New Request" in the upper right. 
 
3. Search for your project, or if it is a new project, you can select "No the project doesn't yet exist" and you will be 
prompted to enter the project title and the PI information. Then select "Proceed to the next step". 
 
4. Choose "Yes I would" from the pop-up and then select the first button on the next page.  It reads, 'Biostatistical and 
Data Management Support'.  Proceed to the next step. 
 
5. Answer the remaining questions as completely as you can and submit the form upon completion. 

**There’s a question on the form that asks you to identify funding.  You’ll want to select “Non Federal”, “Department 
Contract”, “Lab Medicine and Pathology”** 

Project requests are reviewed and assigned by the BDAC team every Monday afternoon.  The assigned statistician will 
contact you directly to arrange a meeting to proceed with your request.    

If you are not certain of your biostatistics support needs, consultations can be scheduled with a statistician by contacting 
Rachel Matthes (matthes@umn.edu) or Melissa Hansen (ctsi@umn.edu).    
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